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An innovative statistical methodology and generic express
have been developed for the ratio of the dynamic mean exci
to the transmitted mean load under the influence of the impo
gear characteristics. Simple expressions have been establish
identifying cases in which the dynamic mean excitation is m
than, less than, or equal to the transmitted m
load. fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891812g

1 Introduction
The dynamic excitation generated in a gear influences it

tigue life and durability.
To date, several authors have outlined the relationships be

dynamic excitation and gear parameters. Markf1g studied the re
lationships between dynamic excitation and static transmissio
rors. Remmersf2g minimized the spectrum of the dynamic ex
tation for the expected load, speed range, and gear resp
Umezawa et al.f3g investigated the influence of gear dimens
parameters on the dynamic excitation for spur gears. Winter
f4g grouped the dynamic excitation of gears into three parts d
kinematical data, face width, and speed and studied the influ
of the contact ratio, tooth variation, and profile modification
the first part. Kubo et al.f5–7g investigated the dynamic excitati
of gears as a function of the gear errors, mesh stiffness, an
mensions.

Most of the studies focused on the influence of gear param
on the total dynamic excitationswithout making a distinction be
tween the mean and alternating componentsd or on the alternatin
components of the dynamic excitation. The standard deviatio
the dynamic excitation depends on the alternating compone
dynamic excitation due to time-varying static transmission e
and time-varying stiffness. Alternating components of dyna
excitation, including parametric excitation due to the time-var
mesh stiffness, are important for residual life estimation of g
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However, fatigue life depends not only on the total dyna
load, but also on the ratio between the alternating and mean
f8g. Though themeanof the dynamic excitation definesthe dy-
namic mean loadand therefore is highly important for practi
i.e., for fatigue life estimation of gears, it has seldom been in
tigated. In addition, most studies have used a deterministi
proach without taking into account the statistical correlation
tween the mesh stiffness and static transmission error.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationshi
tween the dynamicmean excitation and the transmitted me
load.

2 Theoretical Analysis
A spur gear pair can be presented using two disks couple

mesh stiffness and damping. One disk has the radiusR1 and the
mass moment of inertiaI1 and the other the radiusR2 and the
mass moment of inertiaI2. The equation for the dynamic tran
mission errorx is as followsf2,9g:

mx9 + cfx − Estdg8 + Kstdfx − Estdg = F

where m= I1I2/ sI1R2
2+ I2R1

2d is the equivalent inertia mass;x
=R1u1−R2u2; u1 and u2 are the gear angular displacements;s d8
=d/dt; c is the equivalent damping coefficient;Estd is the equiva
lent time-varying gear error due to manufacturing errorsstooth
flank deviation, pressure angle error, pitch error, run-out er
etc.d, exploitation errorsswear, etcd, and gear profile modificatio
Kstd is the equivalent time-varying mesh stiffness;F=T1/R1
=T2/R2; T1 andT2 are the driving and driven torques; andF is the
transmitted mean load.

The above equation after transformations can be presen
the form

mx9 + cx8 + Kstdx = KstdEfstd + cE8std, s1d

where Efstd=Estd+F /Kstd; Efstd is the equivalent time-varyin
static transmission error at the transmitted loadF; the static trans
mission errorEfstd consists of the gear errorEstd and the time
varying tooth deflectionsi.e., F /Kstdd f10,11g under the transmi
ted load; Efstd and Kstd are processes with deterministic a
random componentsf1,12,13g and random initial time; a time
varying behavior of these processes depends significantly o
tooth-number in contact during the mesh periodf2,3,9,14,15g; and
the static transmission errorEfstd is related to manufacturing e
rors through the gear errorEstd.

To nondimensionalize Eq.s1d, we use the following transfo
mations:

y =
x

x0
, t1 = vndt, s2d

wherey is the normalized dynamic transmission error;x0 is the
dynamic transmission error under the characteristic mean

si.e., baseloadd F0, i.e., x0=F0/ K̄; K̄ is the average stiffness;t1 is
the nondimensional time; andvnd is the circular equivalent natur

Î¯

n

frequency of the gear pair,vnd= K /m.
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The baseload is the transmitted mean load for which gear
file is modified. For example, for long relief profile modificat
the baseload is equal to the design transmitted mean loadf16,17g.

The nondimensional equation is obtained from Eqs.s1d ands2d:

ÿ + 2zẏ + kst1dy = kst1defst1d + 2zėst1d, s3d

wheres˙d=d/dt1; z is the damping ratio,z=c/2ÎK̄m; kst1d is the

normalized stiffness,kst1d=Kst1d / K̄; efst1d is the normalized stat
transmission error,efst1d=Efst1d /x0; est1d is the normalized gea
error; andestd=Estd /x0.

The dynamic mean excitation is the mean of the total dyn
excitation acting during the mesh cycle on the meshing pair
take into account that the parametric excitationsi.e., excitation
due to the time-varying mesh stiffness in the left-hand side o
s1dd is essentialf18g only on parametric resonancesi.e., at 0.5vndd.
This excitation for the commonly used rectangular mesh stiff
definesf18g the damped periodic dynamic transmission error.
damped transmission error is decreasing in time in the “sta
region. Therefore, the dynamic mean excitation is the mean o
right side of Eq.s1d f5,19g.

To estimate the relationship between the dynamic mean e
tion and the transmitted mean load, we define themeanexcitation
ratio R:

R= Ld/Lt, s4d

whereLd andLt are the normalized dynamic mean excitation
the normalized transmitted mean load.

The difference between the mean excitation ratio and the
namic load factorf20–22g is in the numerator: we use the dynam
meanexcitation. The normalized dynamic mean excitation is
mean of the normalized total dynamic excitation, i.e., the mea
the right side of Eq.s3d:

Ld = m1skef + 2zėd = m1skdm1sefd + rkedkde + 2zm1sėd, s5d

where m1 is a mean symbol;rke is the normalized cros
correlation coefficient between the processeskst1d andefst1d; and
dk and de are the standard deviations of the processeskst1d and
efst1d.

The normalized transmitted mean load is the ratio of the tr
mitted mean load to the baseload:

Lt =
F

F0
= a s6d

Using Eqs.s5d and s6d, the ratioR can be cast in the form

R=
m1skdm1sefd + rkedkde + 2zm1sėd

a
s7d

Examining Eq.s7d, we notice that the ratioR depends on th
means and standard deviations of the normalized time-va
mesh stiffness and static transmission error, the ratio of the t
mitted mean load to the characteristic mean load, the dam
ratio, the mean of the derivative of the normalized gear error
the normalized cross-correlation coefficient between mesh
ness and the static transmission error. This coefficient char
izes thestatistical dynamic interaction between these functio
Using the novel methodologyf23g, we can estimate this coef
cient for arbitrary time-varying functionskst1d andefst1d.

Equations7d is innovative; it takes into account the signific
gear functions: ratiosa andz and deterministic and random co
ponents of the processeskst1d, efst1d, andest1d. The factors tha
control the ratioR are the

• nonzero multiplication of the means of the normalized m
stiffness and static transmission error

• cross-correlation coefficient between the normalized m
stiffness and static transmission error
• mean of the derivative of the normalized gear error
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• the normalized transmitted mean load

We utilize a commonly usedf9,14,19,24–27g assumption:

Kstd = K̄ + Kvstd, s8d

where Knstd is the alternating part of the stiffnessKstd, m1sKnd
=0.

Inserting Eq.s8d into Eq. s7d yields

R= 1 +
Dm1sefd + rkedkde + 2zm1sėd

a
s9d

whereDm1sefd=m1sefd−a; Dmsef1
d is the difference between t

mean of the normalized static transmission error and the no
ized mean tooth deflection under the transmitted loadf2g.

Note that for the ideal case whenestd=s0d, e.g., for errorles
gearssprecision gears without exploitation errorsd and uncorrecte
gearsswithout profile modificationd, the mean excitation ratio
equal unity.

The variable term of Eq.s9d,

V =
Dm1sefd + rkedkde + 2zm1sėd

a
, s10d

is generally nonzerof9,14–16,24g.
When terms10d is zero, the ratioR is unity, i.e., the dynam

mean excitation will equal the transmitted mean load. This s
tion will happen in the following cases:

• The factors in the numerator ofs9d are so small or the fact
in the denominator is so big that the terms10d can be ne
glected.

• The factors in the numerator are equal to zero.
• The factors in the numerator compensate for each o

Dm1sefd+rkedkde+2zm1sėd=0.

When we neglectf24g the differenceDmsef1
d and the multiplica

tion 2zm1sėd, the ratioR takes the simpler form:

R= 1 +
rkedkde

a
s11d

Now, we analyze the ratioR for gears with the profile modific
tion and long relieff16,17g. For these gears, the design mean
is used as the baseload. The deterministic normalized and d
sional static transmission errorssHarris mapsd and mesh stiffnes
with nonzero means are presented in the classic papersf9,15g and
in Refs. f2,14,16,17g for various transmitted loads. Consider
these curves for various transmitted loadsf2,12,15–17g and taking
into account the number of tooth-pairs in contact during the m
period, we notice that when the transmitted load is

• more than the design load, the mesh stiffness and the
transmission error areoff phaseand the normalized cros
correlation coefficient is less than zero:

rke, 0 if a . 1 s12d
• less than the design load, the Harris time histories o

static transmission error change the phase with respect
number of tooth-pairs in contact; the mesh stiffness doe
change the phase with respect to the number of tooth-
in contact; therefore the mesh stiffness and the static t
mission error arein phasef9g and the cross-correlation c
efficient is more than zero:

rke. 0 if a , 1 s13d

Using Eqs.s7d, s12d, and s13d, and taking into account thatdk
.0, de.0, we find that when the transmitted mean load
APRIL 2005, Vol. 127 / 205
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• is more than the design mean load, the cross correl
between the mesh stiffness and the static transmission
leads to a decrease in the ratioR

• is less than the design mean load, the cross correlatio
tween the mesh stiffness and the static transmission
leads to an increase in the ratioR

• equals the design mean load, the cross-correlation c
cient, rke, the deviation,de, the difference,Dm1sefd, and the
mean of the derivative of the normalized gear error,m1sėd,
all equal zero, provided that ideal profile modification ex
f2,16,17g; in this case, Eq.s7d yieldsR=1, e.g., the dynam
mean excitation equal to the transmitted mean load.

Using the simplified Eq.s11d we obtain that if the transmitte
mean load is

• more than the design mean load, i.e., overload, then
inequalitys12d is valid, and the dynamic mean excitation
less than the transmitted mean load

• less than the design mean load, i.e., underload, the
inequality s13d is valid and the dynamic mean excitation
more than the transmitted mean load

Thus, the underload produces a greater mean excitation ratio
the overload.

Equations9d yields the following criteria:

• if Dm1sefd+rkedkde+2zm1sėd.0, then the dynamic mea
excitation is more than the transmitted mean load

• if Dm1sefd+rkedkde+2zm1sėd,0, then the dynamic mea
excitation is less than the transmitted mean load

These criteria can be used for influence analysis of the gea
rameters on the dynamic mean excitation and the ratioR. Now we
utilize a commonly usedf14,19,24–26g assumption:

m1sėd = 0 s14d
Inserting Eq.s14d into Eq.s9d yields the simpler form of the mea
excitation ratio:

R= 1 +
Dm1sefd + rkedkde

a
s15d

3 Examples
We have run two numerical examples using, without loss o

generality, deterministic components of the functionsKstd and
Efstd and Eq.s8d.

Case 1

• harmonic mesh stiffnessf14,15,19,25,26g
• contact ratio«=1.5
• a=0.25 anda=0.75

For this case and the harmonic gear error, the time variatio
the normalized static transmission errors for long relief were
sented in Ref.f15g.

Using Eq.s2d and the mesh stiffness of Ref.f26g, we identify
the primary harmonic component ofkst1d in the form

k1st1d = 2 sins« − ndp cosft1/p«, s16d

wheref is the ratio of the meshing frequency to the natural
quency of the gear pair,n is an integer,nø«øn+1. The varianc
of the stiffnesss16d can be presented in the form

dkc
2 = 2 sin2s« − ndp/sp«d2 s17d

Using Eqs.s16d ands17d, the normalized static transmission err
from Ref. f15g, and workf28g we obtain, after transformation

dkc=0.3, and
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• for a=0.25: m1sefd=1.05a, Dm1sefd=0.05a, rke=1,
de=0.55a

• for a=0.75: m1sefd=1.04a, Dm1sefd=0.04a, rke=0.5,
de=0.05a

Then, Eq. s15d yields R=1.2 and R=1.05 for a=0.25 anda
=0.75, respectively. This indicates that the dynamic mean e
tion is more than the transmitted load. In addition, we notice
the ratioR increases when the ratioa decreases in the rangef1,0g.
This is due to two tendencies which are valid for long relief:sad
the increase of the standard deviation of the static
f2,9,15–17g and sbd the increase of the cross-correlation coe
cient with the decrease of the ratioa.

Hence, we conclude that, in this case, the main factors
make the ratioR depart from unity are

• the correlation between the time-varying mesh stiffness
the static transmission error fora=0.25

• the difference between the mean of the normalized s
transmission error and the mean normalized tooth defle
under the transmitted load fora=0.75

Case 2

• rectangular mesh stiffnessf9,26g
• contact ratio«=1.5
• a=1.5

The normalized static transmission error is rectangular for
relief and “ideal profile modification”f2,16g. Using the rectangu
lar mesh stiffness of Ref.f26g and Eq.s2d, we can obtain, afte
transformations, the normalized mesh stiffnesssFig. 1d. The vari-
ance ofkst1d can be written in the form

dkr
2 = s« − ndsn + 1 −«d/« s18d

Using Eq.s18d, the normalized stiffnesssFig. 1d, the normalize
static transmission errors from Ref.f2g, and the workf28g, we
obtain m1sefd=0.92a, Dm1sefd=−0.08a, rke=−1, dkr=0.3, andde

=0.08a. With these values, Eq.s15d yields R=0.9, e.g., the dy
namic mean excitation is less than the transmitted mean
Hence, we conclude that in this case the main factor that m
the ratioR depart from unity is the difference between the mea
the normalized static transmission error and the mean norm
tooth deflection under transmitted load.

4 Conclusions
1. We have developed an innovative statistical methodo

and generic expressions for the ratio of the dynamic mean e
tion to the transmitted mean load under the influence of the
lowing important gear characteristics:

Fig. 1 Time variation of the mesh stiffness
• mean and the standard deviation of the mesh stiffness
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• mean and the standard deviation the static transmission
• mean of the transmitted load
• mean of the derivative of the gear error
• cross-correlation coefficient between the mesh stiffness

the static transmission error

This cross-correlation characterizes the statistical dynamic
action between the mesh stiffness and the static transmission
The difference between the dynamic mean excitation and
transmitted mean load is controlled by the following factors:

• the difference between the mean of the normalized s
transmission error and the mean of the normalized t
deflection under the transmitted load

• the cross correlation between the normalized mesh stif
and the static transmission error

• the normalized transmitted mean load
• the mean of the derivative of the normalized gear error

2. Simple expressions have been established for identi
cases in which the dynamic mean excitation is more than,
than, or equal to the transmitted mean load.

3. For gears with the profile modification and long relief, it w
found that when the transmitted mean load

• is more than the design mean load, the statistical correl
between the mesh stiffness and the static transmission
leads to a decrease in the mean excitation ratios4d

• is less than the design mean load, the statistical correl
between the mesh stiffness and the static transmission
leads to an increase in the mean excitation ratios4d

• equals the design mean load and ideal profile modifica
applies, the dynamic mean excitation equals the transm
mean load

Thus, the underload produces a greater mean excitation ratio
the overload.

4. Numerical examples match with the theoretical results
have shown that when the transmitted mean load is

• more than the design mean load, the dynamic mean e
tion is less than the transmitted mean load

• less than the design mean load, the dynamic mean exci
is more than the transmitted mean load

It was shown that the dynamic mean excitation could be u
20% more than 10% less than the transmitted mean load. T
results are practically important for residual life estimation
gears.
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